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ANALOG
LIllIDEVICES

I

FEATURES
AD7341 - Transmit (Reconstruction) Filter for 14-Bit

DAC (AD7840)
Programmable Attenuation (OdB to -38dB)

AD7371 -Receive Filter for 14-Bit ADC (AD7871)
Programmable Gain (OdS to 24dB)

7OdB Stopband Attenuation
75dB In-Band Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Better Than -75dB Total Harmonic Distortion
CCITT V.32 and V.33 Compatible
Small. 0.3". 24-Pin Plastic Package and 28-Pin PLCe

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7341 and AD7371 are reconstruction and antialiasing
fLltersdesigned for use in high speed voiceband modems with
speeds up to 14.4 kbitslsec) in accordance with CCITT V.32
and V.33 recommendations. These Hlters, along with the
AD7840 DAC) the AD7871 ADC and a digital signal processor
(DSP) can be used to implement a complete modern.

The AD7341 is the transmit or reconstruction ftlter. It imple-
ments the filter function using a seventh order low pass
switched capacitor filter and a second order low pass continuous
time filter. The cutoff frequency is 305kHz.

The AD7371 is the receive fIlter. It is a high order bandpass
fLlterwith a lower cUtoff frequency of 180Hz and an upper
cutoff frequency of 3.5kHz. The ftlter function is implemented
using a second order low pass continuous time fIlter, a fourth
order high pass switched capacitor fIlter and a seventh order low
pass switched capacitor fIlter.

REV. A

Information furnished by Analog Devices is believed to be accurate and
reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by Analog Devices for its
use, nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of third parties
which may result from its use. No license is granted by implicationor
otherwise under any patent or patent rights of Analog Devices.
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AD7341/AD7371-SPECIFICATIONS
TRANSMITFI- 'JER

1 (VDD= Vee= 5V ::f:5%; Vss=-5V ::f: 5%; AGND = DGND= OV;ClKIN= 288kHz(MIS Ratio = 40/60to
L 60/40. TA=+25DC. Attenuatorsetat OdB,unlessotherwisestated,)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Stopband Rejection
Differential Group Delay

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Output Voltage
Offset:Voltage
Attenuation Range
Relative Accuracr' 4

Output Resistance

LOGIC INPUTS
WR, DB2-DB7, DPO, DPl,
DS(}-DS2, SYNCIN, CLKIN

VINH, Input High Voltage
VINL' Input Low Voltage
IINH' Input Current
CJN, Input Capacitance

CLKIN Divider Range (Nl)5

LOGIC OUTPUTS SYNCOUr
Divider Range (N2)
Frequency
Pulse Width
VOH' Output High Voltage
VOL' Output Low Voltage

POWER SUPPLIES
VDD
Vec
Vss
IDD + Ice
Iss
Power Dissipation

72
75
70
70
350

dB min
dB typ
dB typ
dB mm
fLstyp

; Attenuator
0:5fs3.5kHz
SNR Includes Noise and Harmonics
Attenuator Set at - 3OdB, O:5f:53.5kHz
f~6.lkHz
0:5fs3.3kHz and Referenced to the AbsolUte
Group Delay at 1kHz

RL = 3kfl, CL = lOOpF

Determined by DB2-DB7, See Table III

CLKIN Can Be Set to 288kHz, 576kHz, 864kHz or
1.152MHz. NI Is Set by DPO, DPl.

N2 Is Set by DS(}-DS2.

IsOURCE =4OOfLA

IS1NK=--1.6mA

NOTES .
IOperating temperatUre ranges as follows: J versions: 0 to + 70.C.
zSpedfied fur an input frequency of 288kHz. This is internally divided by 5 to produce a switched capacitor filter frequency of 57. 6kHz. For input &equencies
lower than 288kHz, the filter response is shifted down by the ratio of this input frequency to 288kHz.

'Measured using a :r3V, 1kHz sine wave.
'Measured over the full attenuation range.
~Required to derive internal frequency of 288kHz from CLKIN.
6Detennined by data transmission rate.

Spedfications subj~t to change without notice.

:!:3

:t70
0 to -38
:!:O.l
0.2

Vmax
mV max
dB
dBtyp
n typ

REV. A-2-

.-..--. --
AD734lJN

Parameter AD7341JP Units Test Conditions/Comments

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Input Signal Range :t3 Vmax

Input Impedance 100 Mn typ

FILTER CHARACTERISTICSz, 3 ,

CLKIN Frequency i 288 kHz Nl = 1 (i.e., DPO= 1, DPl =0)
Cutoff Frequency 3.5 kHz O.ldB Down from the Lowest Point in the Passband
Second Harmonic -80 dB typ
Third and Higher Harmonics -80 dB typ
Passband Ripple 0.4 dB Max O:5fs3.3kHz
Passband Gain Error :to.5 dB max Deviation from Nominal Setting on Programmable

2.0 Vmin
0.8 Vmax
10 I-LAmax
10 pF Max
1 to 4

-

I to 8
fcLKIN/(NIX5xN2) kHz
lIfa.KtN fLS
2.4 Vmm
0.4 Vmax

4.75/5.25 V min/V roax
4.7515.25 V minN max
-4.751-5.25 V minN max
25 mA Max
25 IDAMax
265 roW max
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AD7341/AD7371

RECEIVEFI'oJER' (VOII = Vee= 5V:t: 5%; Vss= -5V :!:: 5%;AGND= DGND= OV;CLKIN= 288kHzMISRatio= 40/60to
L 60/40.TA= +25°C.PGAsetat OdD,unlessotherwisestated.)

NOTES

'Operating temperature ranges as follows: J versions: '0 to +70'C.

'Specified for an input frequency of 288kHz. This is inrernaJly divided by 5 to produce a swirched capacitor tjltc:r frequency of 57.6kHz. For inpUt frequencies
lower than 288kHz, the filter response is shifted down by the ratio of this input frequency to 288kHz.

'Measured using a :t3V, 1kHz sine wave.
'Measured over the full attenuation range.
'Required to derive a switched capacimr filter frequency of 288kHz from CLKIN.
'Determined by dara transmission rate.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

REV. A -3-

,...,

AD7371JN
Parameter AD7371JP Units Test Conditions/Comments

"

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Input Signal Range ::':3 V max
Input Impedance 10 kD typ

FILTER CHARACTERISTICS2, 3
"" , .

CLKIN Frequency 288 kHz NI=! (i.e., DPO=I, DPl=O)
Lower Cutoff Frequency 180 Hz O.ldB Down from the Lowest Point in the Passband
Upper Cutoff Frequency 3.5 kHz O.ldB Down from the Lowest Point in the Passband
Second Harmonic 80 dB typ
Third and Higher Harmonics -80 dB typ
Passband Ripple 0.4 dB max 200Hzsf:-s3.3kHz
Passband Gain Error :to.S dB max DeviatIon from Nominal Setnng on PGA
Signal-to-Noise Ratio 72 dB min 180Hz:-Sf:-S3.5kHz

75 dB typ
60 dB typ InpUt Signal Level of -24dB; PGA Gain Set at +24dB

Stopband Rejection 66 dB min f6.1kHz
40 dB typ f60kHz

Differential Group Delay 360 fLSryp SOOHzsfs3.3kHz and Referenced to the AbsolUte
Group Delay at 1kHz

-".'..",
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Output Voltage :t3 Vmax RI,.= 3k!1, Cl. = 100pF
Offset Voltage ::':70 mV max
Gain Range 0 to +24 dB Determined by DBO-DB7, see Table VI
Relative Accuracy3, 4 :to.1 dB typ
Output Resistance 0.2 !1 typ

non

LOGICINPUTS
WR, DBO-DB7,DPO,DPl, I
DSO-DS2, SYNCIN, CLKIN !

VINH' Input High Voltage 2.0 Vmin
IVINl.>Input Low Voltage 0.8 Vmax

lINn, Input Current 10 fLAmax I
i

CIN' Input Capacitance 10 pF max

I CLKIN Can Be Set to 288kHz, 576kHz, 864kHzorCLKIN Divider Range (NI)s 1 to 4
I

1.152MHz. Nl Is Set by DPO, DP1.I
LOGIC OUTPUTS SYNCOUT

-- ---

Divider Range (N2) 1 to 8
i N2 Is Set by DSO-DS2.Frequency fCLKIN/eNI xSxN2) kHz ;

Pulse Width l/fcLKIN fLS i
Von, Output High Voltage 2.4 V min

! IsouRcE=400fLA
VOL> Output Low Voltage 0.4 Vmax

' ISINK = 1.6mA
POWER SUPPLIES

mm'.m-

VDD 4.75/5.25 V minIV rnax
Vc.c 4.75/5.25 V minIV max
Vss -4.75/-5.25 V minN max
Inn + Ice 25 mA max
Is5 25 mA max
Power Dissipation 265 mW max
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AD7341/AD7371

TIMINGCHARACTERISTICS1
(VDD=Vee = +5V %5%. Vss = -5V %5%)

NOTE

'Timing specifications are sample tested at +2S.C to ensure compliance. All
input control signals are specified with tR = t,,= lOns (10% to 90% of +SV)
and timed from a voltage level of + 1.6V.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS.

VootoAGND :..-O.3Vto+7V
VcctoDGND O.3Vto+7V
VDDtoVcc O.6Vto+O.6V
VsstoDGND +O.3Vto-7V
AGNDtoDGND O.3VtoVcc
RXIN, TXIN to AGND Vss -O.3V to VDD + O.3V
RXOUT, TXOUT to AGNDt ...Vss-O.3V to VDD + O.3V
Digital Input Voltage to DGND . . . . . . -O.3V to Vcc + O.3V
Power Dissipation(AnyPackage)to +75°C ""'" lOOOmW
Operating Temperature Range

JVersions Oto+70°C

1
a.
1
I

080..087 :/,///////.J(

: 10"I
.;--=.: 5V

:~//////~ ov
I
I
I
I
I
I

..Ir

10.

DATA VAUO

WR

1
I
a.
1

'\.
5V
OV

t-

NOTES
,. ALL INPUT SIGNAL RISE AND FAll TIMES MEASURED FROM 10% 10 90%

of +5V 1'~t1~20~..

2. TIMING MEASUREMENT REFERENCE LEVEL IS IV," . V~112

Figure 1. AD7341/AD7371 Timing Diagram

StorageTemperatureRange. . . . . . . . . . . -65°C to + 150°C
Lead Temperature (Soldering,IOsecs) +300°C

NOTE

'RXOUT, TXOUT may be shorted to AGND, DGND, VDD, Vcc> Vss
provided that the power dissipation of the package is not exceeded.

*Stresses above those listed under "Absolute Maximum Ratings" may cause
permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional
operation of the device at these or any other conditions above those indi-
cated in the operational sections of this specification is not implied. Expo-
sure to absolute maximum rating conditions for extended periods of time
may affect device reliability. Only one absolute maximum rating may be
applied at anyone time.

CAUTION
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. The digital control inputs are diode protected;
however, permanent damage may occur on unconnected devices subject to high energy electro-
static fields. Unused devices must be stored in conductive foam or shunts. The protective foam
should be discharged to the destination socket before devices are removed.

ORDERING GUIDE

*N = Plastic DIP; P = Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC).

-4- REV. A

Limit at
Parameter TA =+2S0C Umts Comments

tWR 80 ns min Write Pulse Width

tDS 60 ns min Data Setup Time
tDH 20 ns min Data Hold Time

tSYNCJN 80 ns min SYNCIN Pulse Width

I

Temperature Package
Model Function Range Option*;

AD734lJN Transmit Filter DoCto +700e N-24
AD734lJP Transmit Filter ooe to + 70ce

i
P-28A

AD737lJN Receive Filter DoCto +70ce N-24
AD7371JP Receive Filter Doe to + 70oe P-28A

OBSOLETE
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AD7341/AD7371

DIP

PIN CONFIGURATIONS

PLCC

TXOUT11 I . 241TXlN

Al)7;MI I)IP
TOP VIEW

i-""""I

AD7371 OfP

TOP VIEW
IN", to "".1

C'"IN 112 CUIN 11>

He ~ NO CONNECT NC . NO CONN£CT

TERMINOLOGY
Cutoff Frequency
The filter cutoff frequency is the point in the response where
the amplitude begins to fall off. For the AD7341 and AD7371 it
is defined as O.IdB down from the lowest point in the passband.
The AD7341 low pass filter has one cut off frequency at 305kHz
while the AD7371 band pass filter has a lower cutoff frequency
of 180Hz and an upper cutoff frequency of 3.5kHz.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the measured signal to noise at the
output of the mter. The signal is the rms magnitude of the fun-
damental. Noise is the rIDSsum of all nonfundamental signals
(including harmonics) up to 305kHz.

Second Harmonic

Second harmonic is the ratio of the second harmonic amplitude
to the fundamental amplitude> expressed in dBs.

Third and Higher Harmonics
This is the amplitude ratio of the rms sum of the third and
higher harmonics to the fundamental, expressed in dBs. Total
harmonic distortion (THD) is the rIDSsum of the second har-
monic and the third and higher harmonics.

Passband Ripple
This is the ripple in the passband section of the frequency re-
sponse and is expressed in dBs. For the AD734I,- it is measured
in the band 0 to 33kHz, and for the AD7371 it is measured in
the band 200Hz to 303kHz.

Passband Gain Error

Passband gain error is the deviation of the actual passbar.d
level from the ideal passband level. For the AD7341, ;c is
measured with the attenuation set to OdB (DB2-DB7 = I);
for the AD7371, it is measured with the gain set to OdB
(DBG-DB7 = 1).

REV. A

~
5 Q

Z . 0 ~ z>- . " " '" i u.. :> .. Z .. :> '" Iz ~ ~ !!>- : >< " >< i "'" :> '" Z .. :> '"
<II'U'II 1112811211126 <11.11211,112-112111>6

0 0

052 Is 2slNC 0$215 ,,' "SO

AD7371 PlCC
TOP V1EW

(Not ,. 5<0'.'

AD7341 PlCC
TOP VIEW

(No' '" ""'I.,

S""",1iI" ..10.. ""'CIN111 "lOBS

!:..I~~~I!!Jl2!.J1.!!
~~3~1~~~"
NC ~ NO CONNECT

Stopband Rejection .

This is the magnitude of the stopband response relative to the
passband magnitude. The stopband is specified for frequencies
greater than 6.1kHz.

Differential Group Delay
AbsolUte group delay is the rate of change of phase versus fre-
quency, dO/df. For the AD7341 and AD7371, differential group
delay is the absolute group delay in a specified band relative to
the absolme group delay at 1kHz. The specified band for (he
AD7341 is 0 to 3.3kHz and for the AD7371 it is 500Hz to
33kHz.

Offset Voltage
This is the amount of offset introduced into the input signal by
the filter. For the AD7341 it is measured with the attenuation
set at OdB, and for the AD7371 it is measured with the gain set
at OdE.

Attenuation Range
For the AD7341, this is the amount by which the output can be
attenuated, using the digital inputs DB7-DB2. Table I gives a
selection of attenuations for various values of digital input.

Gain Range
For the AD7371, this is the amount by which the inpUt can be
amplified, using the digital inputs DB7-DBO. Table VI gives
gain versus digital input code.

Relative Accuracy
This is a measure of the accuracy with which either the AD7341
attenuation or the AD7371 gain can be programmed, having
allowed for the passband gain error. It is expressed in dBs' rela-
tive to attenuation or gain setting with a digital inpUt code of
all 1s.

-5-
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AD7341/AD7371

TYPICALPERFORMANCECURVES(Von=Vcc= +5V.vss=-5V, fCUON= 288kHz,fA= +25°CunlessothelWisestated)
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Figure 10. AD7371 SNR vs.
Temperature
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AD7341/AD1371

Pin

I

2

3

Mnemonic

TXOUT

Vss
SYNCOUT

AD7341 DIP PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Description

Signal output pin from filter.

Negative supply pin for the device. This is -5V :t 5%.

This output pulse is derived from the SCF (Switched Capacitor Filter) clock and can be used in system
synchronization.The pulse frequencyis fSYNCOUT= fCLKIN/ (N1 x5xN2), where fcLKIN is the input
frequency at CLKIN, N1 is the value loaded to the input programmable divider and N2 is the value
loaded to the output programmable divider. NI is set by DPO and DP1 (see Table II). N2 is set by DSO,
DSI and DS2 and varies from I to 8. Table I shows the typical SYNCOUT frequencies which can be set
when fCLKINis 288kHz and Nl is I.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table I.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table I.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table 1.

Ground point for on chip digital circuitry.

Positive supply pin for the on chip digital circuitry. This is + SV :t 5%.

This asynchronous digital input resets the internal clock circuitry from which SYNCOUT is derived. This
allows SYNCOUT to be synchronized to an external signal.

Unlatched digital input pin which is used to set divide ratio on tbe CLKIN input. See Table II.

Unlatched digital input pin which is used to set divide ratio on the CLKIN input. See Table II.

Clock input for the device. This is internally divided to produce the SCF clock.

Active low digital input. Data for the on chip programmable attenuation is loaded to the input latch when
this signal goes low and is latched when it goes high.

Six-bit data bus which sets the attenuation level on the output. See Table III.

No connect.

No connect.

Ground point for the on-chip analog circuitry.

Positive supply pin for the on-chip analog circuitry. This is +5V :to5%.

Filter input.

Table I. Setting SYNCOUT Frequency Using OS2, OS?, DSO

REV. A

Table II. Setting CLKIN Divide Ratio Using DP1, DPO

CLKIN Divide
Ratio. NIDPI

0
0
I
I

DPO

0
I
0
I

4
I
2
3

Table III.Output Attenuation vs. Digitallnpur Code

-7-

4 DS2

5 DSI

6 DSO

7 DGND

8 Vcc
9 SYNCIN

10 DPI

11 DPO

12 CLKIN

13 WR

14-19 DB7-DB2

20 NC

21 NC

22 AGND

23 VDD
24 TXIN

SYNC-OUT
DS2 DSI DSO Frequency

0 0 0 7.2kHz
0 0 1 57.6kHz
0 1 0 28.8kHz
0 1 1 19.2kHz
I 0 0 1404kHz
I 0 I 11.52kHz
1 1 0 9.6kHz
1 I I 8.22kHz

Attenuation
DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 dB

1 1 I 1 I 1 0
0 I I I 1 1 -6
0 0 1 1 I I -12
0 0 0 1 1 1 -18
0 0 0 0 1 I -24
0 0 0 0 0 I -30
0 0 0 0 0 0 -38

OBSOLETE
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AD7341/AD7371
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AD7371 DIP PIN FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Description

Signal output pin from mtcr.

Negative supply pin for the device. This is -5V j: 5%.

This outPUt pulse is derived from the SCF (switched capacitor fIlter) clock and can be used in system
synchronization.The pulsefrequencyis fsYNCOUT= fCI-KIN/ (Nl x5xN2), where fCLKINis the inpUt
frequency at CLKIN, Nl is the value loaded to the input programmable divider and N2 is the value
loaded to the output programmable divider. NI is set by DPO and DPl (see Table V). N2 is set by DSO,
DSl and DS2 and varies from I to 8. Table IV shows the typical SYNCOUT frequencies which can be
set when fCLKINis 288kHz and NI is I.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table IV.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table IV.

Unlatched digital input which is used to set SYNCOUT frequency. See Table IV.

Ground point for on chip digital circuitry.

Positive supply pin for the on chip digital circuitry. This is +5V :!: 5%.

This digital input resets the internal clock circuitry from which SYNCOUT is derived. This
allows SYNCOUT to be synchronized to an external signal.

Unlatched digital input pin which is used to set divide ratio on the CLKIN input. See Table V.

Unlatched digital input pin which is used to set divide ratio on the CLKIN input. See Table V.

Clock input for tbe device. This is internally divided to produce the SCF clock.

Active low digital input. Data for the on chip programmable gain is loaded to the input latch when this
signal goes low and is latched when it goes high.

Eight-bit data bus which sets the gain level on the input. See Table VI.

Ground point for the on-chip analog circuitry.

Positive supply pin for the on-chip analog circuitry. This is +5V :t 5%.

Filter input.

Table IV. Setting SYNCOUT Frequency Using 052, 051,
OSO Table V. Serting CLKIN ~ivide Ratio Using OPT, OPO

DPl

0
0
1
1

CLKIN Divide
Ratio, Nl

4
I
2
3

DPO

0
I
0
I

Table VI; Input Gain vs. Digital Input Code

-8- REV. A

Pin Mnemonic

1 RXOUT

2 Vss
3 SYNCOUT

4 DSZ

5 DSI

6 DSO

7 DGND

8 Vcc
9 SYNCIN

10 DPI

11 DPO

12 CLKlN

13 WR

14-21 DB7-DBO

22 AGND

23 VDD
24 RXIN

SYNCOUT
DS2 DSl DSO Frequency

0 0 0 7.2kHz
0 0 I 57.6kHz
0 ] 0 28.8kHz
0 ] I 19.2kHz
I 0 0 1404kHz
I 0 I II.52kHz
1 I 0 9.6kHz
1 1 1 8.22kHz

Gain
DB7 DB6 DBS DB4 DB3 DB2 DBI DBO dB

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24
0 0 0 0 0 I I I 21
0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 18
0 0 0 1 I I I 1 15
0 0 I I 0 0 I I 12
0 I 0 1 0 0 0 0 9
0 I I 1 I 0 0 0 6
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3
I I I 1 I 1 I 1 0

OBSOLETE
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AD7341/AD7371

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

AD7341 Filter
The AD7341 transmit filter performs the reconstruction or
smoothing function for the transmit channel D/A converter.
Figure 11 is the block diagram for the filter and programmable
attenuation section.

TXIN

SINGLE ENDED TO
DIFFERENTIAL
CONVERSION

SCF ClOCI(

2ND ORDER lP
CONTINUOUS TIME

FILTER

DIFFERENTIAL TO
SINGLE ENDED
CONVERISON

PROGRAMMABLE
ATTENUATION
(0 TO -38<18)

TXOUT

Figure 11. AD7341 Filter Section

The transmit channel signal is applied at TXIN and is converted
to a differential signal. It then goes to the fully differential
switched capacitor low pass section. This is a seventh order el-
liptical filter which gives a 3.5kHz cut off frequency and stop-
band attenuation of greater than 70dB at frequencies above
6. 1kHz. The use of the differential filter structure ensures an
excellent harmonic distortion figure and also gives improved re-
jection of common mode noise such as clock teedthrough in the
switched capacitor switching transistors. The filter cut off fre-
quency depends directly on tbe clock driving the switched ca-
pacitor section and upon the capacitor matching. Capacitor
matching is typically better than 2% and this means that if the
dock is constant, cUt off frequency variation from device to de-
vice will be less than 2%. Since the switched capacitor filters are
sampled data systems (analog data) with a sampling frequency of
57.6kHz, they must be followed by a smoothing filter to remove
aliased components due to this dock. This smoothing filter is a
second order low pass continuous time section. The differential

REV. A

outputs of the two smoothing filters are then recombined to a
single ended signal. The level of SCF clock feed through at the
output is typically -65dB. This can be further reduced by using
a simple RC combination at the outpUl (39kn and lOOOpF re-
duce the feed through to -80dB). The second order filter shown
in Figure 22 reduces it to below -90dB. After recombination of
the differential signals, a programmable attenuation stage fo!-
lows. The anenuator circuit diagram is shown in Figure 12. It
consists of an 8-bit multiplying DAC with the two LSBs (DB I,
DBO) tied high. The transfer function is given by:

256
A 20 log 4N!3

where A is the atTenuation in dEs and N is the 6-bit binary code
loaded to the device. Expressing N in terms of A gives:

N = !
[

256

]4 1ON2o-3

082
R

D87
Voo

vou,
WR

V'N 8-BIT
MULTIPLYING DAC

DB7

D82

Figure 12. AD7341 Output Attenuatar

This allows the calculation of the device input code for a given
outpUt attenuation. The attenuation range is 0 to 38dB and al-
lows the user to adapt the output signal for different line specifi-
cations. Figure 13 shows how attenuation varies with input
code, and Table III gives a selection of attenuations for specific
codes.

40

,j13()"
I

Z
0

~ 20
;>
z

S
10

0
0 20 40 60

DEVICE INPUT CODE IN) IN DECIMAL

80

Figure 13. Programmable Attenuation V5. Input Code for
the AD7341
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AD7341/AD7371
AD7371 Filter
The receive filter performs the antialiasing function for the re-
ceive channel ND converter. It provides rejection of high fre-
quency om-of-band signals, attenuation of low frequency noise
at both 50Hz and 60Hz line frequencies and programmable gain
for the input signal. Figure 14 is the block diagram for the filter
and programmable gain section.

RXIN

WA

DB7

DUO

SINGL!: ENDED TO
DIFFERENTIAL
CONI/ERSION

SCF CLOCK

2ND ORDER LP
CONTlMJOUS TIME

filTER

2ND ORDER LP
CONTINUOUS 11ME

fiLTER

4TH ORDE1I HP
SWITCHED CAPACITOR

fiLTER

4TH ORDER HP
SWITCHED CAPACITOR

FR.TER

DIFFERENTIAL TO
SINGLE ENDED
CONI/ERfSON

RXOUT

Figure 14. AD7371 Filter Section

The input signal is applied at RXIN and passes through the
programmable gain stage. Figure IS shows the circuit diagram
for this. It consists of an 8-bit multiplying DAC and resistor
combination in the feedback loop of an operational amplifier.
The transfer function is given by:

272.2
G = 20 log N+ 17.2

G is the gain in dBs and N is the 8-bit binary code loaded to the
device. Varying this code between 0 and 255 gives a gain range
of 24dB to OdB. Expressing N in terms of G gives:

N = 272.2
WZO - 17.2

DDO DBl

DBO.

0-8IT
MULTIPLYING DAC

15.85R

R

VQU'

Vw

Figure 15. AD7371 Programmable Gain Amplifier

This equation can be used to calculate the code, N, needed to
give the desired gain, G. Figure 16 is a graph of gain versus in.
put code, and Table VI gives a selection of gains for specific
codes.

30

20

.II..
I
Z
:{'"

10

0
0 100 200

DEVICE INPUT CODE INI IN DECIMAL

300

Figure 16. Programmable Gain vs. Input Code for the
AD7371

After the PGA stage, the receive signal is converted to a fully
differential signal before going to the differential mters. The
fIrSt differential filter is a second order continuous time section.
This is necessary to provide antialiasing for the sampling
switched capacitor f1lter. The continuous time filter eliminates
any high frequency components from the input signal which
would be aliased back into the passband of the switched capaci-
tor filter and appear as noise. Following the continuous time
f1lter, the fourth order elliptical high pass switched capacitor
section has a cutoff frequency of 180Hz, and the seventh
order elliptical low pass switched capacitor section has a cutoff
frequency of 3.5kHz. As in the reconstruction filter, the cutoff
frequency variation from device to device for fixed CLKIN is
typically less than 2%. On recombination of the differential
signals, the output goes to RXOUT.
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AD7341/AD7371

SCF Clock and System Synchroniution
The clock generation circuitry for both the AD7341 and the
AD7371 is identical and is shown in Figure 17. For the speci-
fied filter response, the switched capacitor dock must be
57.6kHz. This means that CLKX in Figure 17 must aJways be
288kHz (57.6kHzx5). The input programmable divider aJlows
the user the option of four CLKlN frequencies (288kHz,
576kHz, 864kHz or 1152kHz). The input divider can then be
programmed to ensure that CLKX is 288kHz.

080 DB1

CLKIN INPUT
MOG

DIVIDER
(1 TO 4)

CLIO(

SCF CLK

SYNCIN

SiNCOiJT

DSG OS1 DS2

Figure 17. AD7341/AD7371 Clock Generation Circuitry

The AD7341 and the AD7371 are always used with a DAC and
ADC respectively. The DAC and ADC update and sample at a
certain rate (9.6kHz or 7.2kHz, for example). The filters sample
at 57.6kHz. In order to ensure that there is no low frequency
aliasing, the DACIADC rate must be synchronized with the SCF
clock. This means the SCF rate must be an integral multiple of
the DACIADC rate. The AD734I1AD7371 actually generates
this required synchronized clock on chip. The output program-
mable divider allows division of the SCF clock by I to 8. The
divide ratio is determined by inputs DSO- DS2. The output of

AD7371

y.. RXlN RXOUT

SYNC
fUtSe

8TNCOUT
UIIH.

QJ(_I CUtIN

AD7341

CUUN

Y"", YXOUT TXIN

the programmable divider goes to SYNCOUT which is then
used to drive either the CONVST input of an ADC or the
LDAC input of a DAC. The oUtput programmable divider also
has a reset input (SYNCIN). This is normaJly tied high. When
it is brought low, the counter is reset. On returning high, the
counter is reactivated. By using this SYNCIN facility, it is pos-
sible to adjust the point in time at which sampling occurs while
maintaining the same rate. This is useful in modem applications
and is known as cycle slipping. Figure 18 shows the complete
timing waveforms for the AD73411AD7371.

=~JlJlflfU1Jlflf- ---lJlJU1JlflJlJlJ--l1UlfUU1flJ1J

SCKCLK ~ rnnl ~ 1---1 ~ r
57- -.J L.J L.J L.J L.J L.J

SY,.ClN U ----
--'- - - - ~ - --=-.-t===. ~- -=-~

SYNCOUT U --- U

, 1

T -[Si6 x ,0> x N2) SECONDS

Figure 18. AD7347/AD7371 Timing Waveforms

APPLYING THE AD734117371
The prime application for the AD734117371 is in the analog
front end for echo-cancelling modems. Here, the filters are com-
bined with a high resolution DAC and ADC to provide the in-
terface between the analog and the digital domain. The excellent
noise performance of the AD7371 and the high resolution of the
AD7871 (l4-bit ADC) combine to allow the modem echo-
cancelling loop to be implemented totally in the digital domain.
This overcomes the disadvantage with lower resolution systems
which need to do a digital approximation of the echo and recon-
struct in analog form for an analog echo-cancelling loop.

Conversely, in the modem transmitter, the combination of
AD7341 and high resolution DAC (l4-bit AD7840) allows trans-
mission of the signal with minimum impairments to the line.

Figure 19 shows a typical hardware interface between the analog
front end chipset and the ADSP-2101 in an echo-cancelling mo-
dem. The ADSP-2101 is the new DSP microcomputer from An-
alog Devices. It has program memory and data memory on chip

AO7871

y..

CONVS'i'

SCU(

iSTiiii

$C..

RFS
$OATA DR

TfS

OT

ADSP-2101

AD7114O

SCU<

WIIliY1iC

$OATA

Yo..

REV.A

Figure 79. Modem Analog Front End and Interface to ADSP-2701 DSP
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AD7341/AD7371
and is code compatible with the ADSP-ZIOO. It also has two
serial ports. The particular configuration, shown in Figure 19,
uses the serial interface on both the AD7840 and AD7871 to
talk to one of the ADSP-21O1 serial ports. The system timing
diagram is shown on Figure 20. The 288kHz clock drives the
two filters and the ADC. The SYNCIN pulse may be used to
set the absolute sampling instant. DSO, DSI and DS2 on the
AD7371 are programmed to give a 9.6kHz SYNCOUT signal.
This drives the AD7871 CONVST inpUt and is thus the sam-
pling rate. SCLK on the AD7871 clocks OUtserial data on its
rising edge. SSTRB is the framing pulse for the serial data.
Within this framing pulse, a 16-bit data stream is output on the
SDATA line. Each data bit is valid on the falling edge of
SCLK. There are two leading zeros and the 14-bit conversion
result appears after these. When RFS on the ADSP-2101 goes
low, data appearing on DR is docked into the receive shift reg-
ister on each falling edge of SCLK. Once the 16 data bits have
been received an internal interrupt is set and the processor can
read the data.

~~. lJU1J1IUlJU1f - -- -l1UlflJlI1JUU1f--lfU11lJ1J1fUU

SVNClN U
~
CONI/ST
9.6Ub n- IflJ

- -- -1IlfUUlIlJlJUlf - -lIUlJU1JlJ1IUU

=- JUU1J1J1JlIUlIm-~ ---~
---==r-u=_--

~~
L-----

u-=t-u=_--

SSTRB
RFS

SOATA
DR

WR/SVNC
TFS

SPATA
OT

Figure 20. System Timing for Figure 19

The circuit of Figure 19 also uses the SSTRB signal to frame
the transmit data from the DSP . Thus, when SSTRB goes low,
data contained in the transmit shift register of the DSP is
clocked out on each rising edge of SCLK. The AD7840, in
turn, loads each data bit into its input register on the SCLK
falling edges. The DAC output is updated when 16 data bits
have been received.

Using the ADSP-2101 and the chipset, the modem hardware is
simplified. The number of lines required to connect the chips is
much less than a parallel interface structure would need and no
external glue logic is required.

CHIPSET LAYOUT
Figure 23 is the circuit diagram for a modem analog front end
based on the Analog Devices chip set. The component overlay is
given in Figure 21, while the PCB layout is given in Figures 24
and 25.

The modem analog front end uses the AD7341, AD7371,
AD7840 and AD7871. Total channel SNR perfonnance is better
than 72dB with a full scale input signal and unity gain on the
filter chips. The 14-bit resolution of the converters gives an in-
stantaneous dynamic range of 84dB. If greater dynamic range is
required, then the AD7371 PGA can be used to give up to
24dB extra.

The evaluation board makes full use of the flexible interfaces on
the AD7840 and the AD7871. Jl is a 96-way VME bus connec-
tor which carries the parallel interface for the board. This plugs
directly into the connector on the evaluation board for the
ADSP-2100, which is another in the Analog Devices family of
Digital Signal Processors and is code compatible with the
ADSP-21O1. Thus, direct interfacing between the boards is pos-
sible. All the signals necessary for interfacing to other DSPs are
available on 11. The 9-way D-Type connector, J2, carries the
serial interface for the board. This allows DSPs with serial ports
to interface direcdy to the chipset.

Power suppliesused to operate the board are :I:15Vanalogsup-
plies and a single +5V digital supply. A :I:SVanalogsupply is
derived from the :t15V supply by using the 78LO5/79LO5regu-
lators. This supply is used for the AD7341, AD7371, AD7840
and AD7S7!. The supply grounds are tied together on the board
so that there is no need to have them connected back at the sup-
ply source.

The analog input and output ranges are both :t IOV. The analog
input is attenuated by ICI and associated circuitry to give the
required :t 3V input range for the filter and ADc. Likewise, the
analog output from the reconstruction filter (:t 3V) is gained up
by the output amplifier (IC6) to give a :t lOV ompUt. This out-
put amplifier also contains a simple second order filter to further
attenuate the switched capacitor clock noise at the output.

There are three digital inputs to the board. These are CLKIN,
ADC SYNCIN and DAC SYNCIN. CLKIN provides the clock
for the ADC and mters. The DIP switches on the board have
been set up to accept a nominal clock of 288kHz for the filters.
ADC SYNCIN and DAC SYNCIN can be used to resynchro-
ruze the mters/converters with an external synchronizing signal.
If this is not required, then both of these inpUts should be tied
high.
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AD7341/AD7371
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Figure 21. Component Overlay for Circuit of Figure 23

Parallel Interface
If the parallel interface is required, then the four latch chips
(IC7 to IClO) should be inserted into the sockets provided.
Links Ll6, Ll7, Ll8, LS and L6 should be omitted. This iso-
lates the serial port from bus activity. Link LIS should be in-
serted to choose 14-bit parallel operation for the ADC. Omit
links Ll4 and LB. Internal or external clock operation for the
ADC may be chosen by Lll and Ll2. Lll gives external clock
operation, while LI2 gives internal clock operation. AD7871
conversion is started by CONVST (pin I) going low. When con-
version is complete, INTfBUSY (pin 4) goes low. IC13 extends
this pulse. This is then used to read the ADC result into the
latches and to interrupt the processor. The processor interrupt
service routine then reads the latch contents. Note that the data
format is 14 bits with sign extension (0 16 bits.

On the AD7840 insen L2 to tie the chip select low and omit
Ll. Insert L3 to use SYNCOUT of filter to write to the DAC
and omit L4. Thus, the processor writes data to the latches and
the DAC gets updated on every rising edge of WRlSYNC. The
data format is 14-bit right justified.

Serial Interface
If the serial interface is required, then omit the four latches
(74LS374) and use the serial connector (J2). Links LS, L6,
LI6, Ll7 and LIS must be inserted. Omit LIS and insert LI4.
This places the AD7871 in serial mode of operation with contin-
uously running SCLK. As in the parallel mode, conversion is

REV. A

started by CONVST going low. Serial data appears on Pin 9
(SDATA) as conversion IStaking placc, and it is latched into the
processor shift register on each falling edge of SCLK. The
frame synchronization pulse for the data is on Pin 7 (SSTRB).
The data format is 16-bit with the MSB first. The 16 bits of
data are made up of two leading zeros and the 14-bit conversion
result. For the DAC in the serial mode omit L3 and insert L4.
This provides the necessary inversion of the SYNCOUT pulse
from thc flIter so that it can be used as the frame synchroniza-
tion for the DAC and the processor. When this goes low data in
the processor shift register is clocked out on each rising edge of
SCLK and latched into the DAC shift register on each falling
edge of SCLK. Since LDAC (Pin 24) is tied permanently [ow,
the DAC register is updated automatically when the 16-bit data
stream has been received. The format of this data stream is set
up by links L7 to LlO. Consult Table I on the AD7840 data
sheet for the appropriate settings. Figure 22, below, shows the
pin designations for J2.

Figure 22. Pin Configuration for J2 (Front View)
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AD7341/AD7371
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Figure 23. Circuit Diagram for Modem Analog Front End
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AD7341/AD7371
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Figure 24. PCB Component Side Layout for Figure 23
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AD7341/AD7371

Figure 25. PCB Solder Side Layout for Figure 23

MECHANICAL INFORMATION

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensions are shown in inches and (mm).

24-Pin Plastic DIP (N-24) 28-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (P-28A)
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